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highways of the country), homicide, seduction, and the crime Use majeste ('abuse of the king', in Nupe phraseology). In securing a criminal, the Kuta's own men would act as a police force; if the crime came under the heading of a 'king's crime5 the same police force would take the prisoner to the capital, where judgement would then be passed upon him by the king and his councillors.
We can say that with the exception of offences against kinsnip rules (e.g. the incest taboo) and offences against religious rules— the various religious rules of the kintsoji which were of no concern to the Kede rulers—no serious breach of established rules of conduct was left to private settlement or to the informal sanctions of 'public opinion'. The comprehensiveness of the claims of the Kede State to enforce conduct within its boundaries must yet admit of one significant limitation: the Kede must surrender jurisdiction over certain major crimes committed in their territory to their overlords; they must, in other words, agree to a limitation of their autonomy in the interest of the Emirate at large. We shall presently encounter another aspect of the maintenance of 'law and order' in which the prerogative of the Kede chief must give way to that of the central government of the country, yet in which the relation between the two is, in the very nature of things, much less clearly defined: the territorial rights of the various subject groups which are united under Nupe rule.
Territorial Rights. The Kede, as the overlords of the kintsoji, guarantee to their own subject groups certain corporate territorial rights. The semi-riverain kintsoji, as we have seen, derive their livelihood to a large extent from fishing in the backwaters and creeks of the River Niger. The fishing rights of the different kint-soji villages were upheld by the Kede rulers and enforced if need arose by the full military power at their disposal. Nupe kingdom equally guaranteed corporate territorial rights to its various subject groups. The Kede, as one of these subject groups, enjoyed these territorial rights with respect to their undisturbed possession of the whole riverain area.
But the presence of a strong and expanding group like the Kede in the political framework of the Nupe State must invite conflicts over the territorial rights of other subject groups of Nupe which are neighbours of the Kede in the river area. As the more recent history of Nupe shows, conflicts of this kind have frequently

